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Erica Gelman's

Beach House

kitchen
the project

The homeowners dreamt of living in a space
where the kitchen would set the tone for the
rest of their home. However, the only tone it
set was one for a remodel.

my challenge

The kitchen was extremely long in length, yet
the island cut the space in half, leaving a very
small work area with minimal storage and an
awkward kitchen formation. The cabinetry
itself was basic white flat boxes that exuded
absolutely no personality. The flooring was
tiled, which normally could work great in a
kitchen, however, it was open to the family
and living rooms where existing hardwood was
already laid and this cut off the room even
more so.

my solution

Immediately, we knew we would need to
emphasize the length of this kitchen by
extending the new cabinetry as far down the
wall as possible. Not only did we extend the
cabinetry in length but we also extended the
height as well. By having the crown molding
go all the way up the wall we were able to
give the illusion of much higher ceilings. For
the flooring, we decided to keep the entire
main floor consistent by laying down light
hardwood, reminiscent of a beach house.
Text Erica Gelman
Photography Larry Arnal
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“...we decided to keep the entire
main floor consistent by laying
down light hardwood”
Lighting, Prima Lighting, www.primalighting.ca; Backsplash,
Weston Tile, www.westontile.com; Appliances, Best Brand
Appliances, www.bestbrandappliance.ca; Chairs, Cornerstone Home
Interiors, www.cornerstonefurniture.ca; Table, Custom Designed
through Cocoon Furnishings inc., www.cocoonfurnishings.ca; Rug,
Weaver & Loom, www.weaverandloom.com; Accessories, Home
Sense, www.homesense.ca; Designed by, Erica Gelman,
www.house-of-design.ca

the designer Erica Gelman
firm Erica Gelman House Of Design
background Erica is known for
enhancing and creating new
possibilities in every space of your
home.
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All
I
want
this
Holiday Season is

Canadian Home Trends Magazine contributors share their Holiday
wish list to help you find the perfect gift for that special someone.

te
www.sickkidsfoundation.com/dona

“All I want this year is KRUPS
Die Cast Espresseria
www.krups.ca

~Erica Gelman, House Of Design

Jane Lockhart

Jane Lockhart Interior Design

iPad mini. Besides reading

my beloved magazines on it and
watching Netflix, I am thinking
it would be really useful in client
meetings to pull up concept
images, sketch over top of
pictures and access different
product websites.

~Jennifer Brouwer
Jennifer Brouwer Design

“

www.apple.com

my family by my
side, and lots of hugs
from my babies. It is all I
will ever need - they are
truly the best gift!

“

“All I want this year is an

“All I want this year is

~Jodie Rosen, Jodie Rosen Design

“All I want this year is the Corkcicle.
This is a great gift idea. It would save
me from putting ice in my wine to cool
it down. It is functional, looks great and
takes up very little space!“
Heather Segreti
Segreti Design
www.corkcicle.com
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“

chance to
give back! Every year I donate to the
Sick Kids Foundation.“
“All I want this year is a

